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Near-field optical studies of semicontinuous metal films
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Local field distributions in random metal-dielectric films near a percolation threshold are experimentally
studied using scanning near-field optical microscopy~SNOM!. The surface-plasmon oscillations in such per-
colation films are localized in small nanometer-scale areas, ‘‘hot spots,’’ where the local fields are much larger
than the field of an incident electromagnetic wave. The spatial positions of the hot spots vary with the
wavelength and polarization of the incident beam. Local near-field spectroscopy of the hot spots is performed
using our SNOM. It is shown that the resonance quality-factor of hot spots increases from the visible to the
infrared. Giantlocal optical activity associated with chiral plasmon modes has been obtained. The hot spot’s
large local fields may result in local, frequency and spatially selective photomodification of percolation films.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Metal-dielectric composites attract much attention b
cause of their unique optical properties, which are sign
cantly different from those of constituents forming th
composite.1–9 In our recent paper10 we showed that plasmo
modes in metal-dielectric films near the percolation thresh
~referred in this case as to semicontinuous metal films! are
localized in small nanometer-scale areas, ‘‘hot spots.’’ T
localization was attributed to Anderson localization of pla
mons. The electromagnetic energy is accumulated in the
spots associated with the localized plasmons, leading to
local fields that can exceed the intensity of the applied fi
by four to five orders of magnitude. In Ref. 11 we develop
a theory of nonlinear optical responses in percolation co
posites; these nonlinearities are dramatically enhanced by
localized plasmons. The theory11 has further developed ou
earlier considerations of optical properties of metal-dielec
films12–15 ~for review, see Refs. 16 and 17!.

Semicontinuous metal films can be produced, for
ample, by thermal evaporation or sputtering of metal onto
insulating substrate. In the growing process, first, small m
tallic grains are formed on the substrate. A typical sizea of a
metal grain can vary from 5 to 50 nm. As the film grows, t
metal filling factor increases and coalescence occurs, so
irregularly shaped self-similar clusters~fractals! are formed
on the substrate. The concept of scale invariance~fractality!
plays an important role in description of various properties
percolation systems.16–19 The sizes of the fractal structure
diverge in the vicinity of the percolation threshold, where
infinite percolation cluster of metal is eventually forme
representing a continuous conducting path between the
of a sample. At the percolation threshold the metal-insula
transition occurs in the system. At higher surface covera
the film is mostly metallic, with voids of irregular shap
With a further coverage increase the film becomes unifo
0163-1829/2001/64~16!/165403~14!/$20.00 64 1654
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Metal-dielectric films exhibit anomalous optical phenom
ena that are absent for bulk metal and dielectric compone
For example, the anomalous absorption in the near-infra
spectral range leads to unusual behavior of the transmitta
and reflectance of the film.20–25 A number of effective-
medium theories were proposed for calculation of the opt
properties of random films, including the Maxwell-Garne
and Bruggeman approaches and their vario
modifications;2,22,23,26these approaches, however, do not
low one to calculate the local fields, experiencing giant s
tial fluctuations associated with the existence of the
spots. A theory for the local-field distribution in percolatio
films has been developed in Refs. 11,12,14–17 and it
experimentally verified in Ref. 10.

The local electromagnetic field fluctuations are especia
strong in the optical and infrared spectral ranges becaus
the localized plasmon oscillations. Quality factors of the
plasmon resonances can be very large in metal-dielec
composites, where the dielectric constantem for a metallic
component is such that the real part is negative,em8 ,0, and
can be large in magnitude, whereas the imaginary partem9 is
positive and relatively small,k5em9 /uemu!1.11–13

Since the metal-insulator transition associated with per
lation represents a geometrical phase transition one m
anticipate that the current and field fluctuations are scale
variant and large, in this case. In percolation composi
however, the fluctuation pattern appears to be quite differ
from that for a second-order phase transition, where fluct
tions are characterized by a long-range correlation and t
relative magnitudes are of the order of unity at any point.
contrast, for the dc percolation, for example, the local el
tric fields are concentrated at the edges of large metal c
ters so that the field maxima~large fluctuations! are sepa-
rated by distances of the order of the percolation correla
length j which diverges when the metal concentration a
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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proaches the percolation thresholdpc .18

As shown in our recent publications10–14the difference in
fluctuations becomes even more striking for the ac respo
in the optical spectral range where the local-field peaks h
a resonance nature and, therefore, their relative magnit
can be up to 105, for the linear response, and up to 1020 and
more for nonlinear responses~e.g., for a third-order optica
nonlinearity!, with distances between the peaksje that can
be significantly different from the percolation lengthj.

Scanning near-field optical microscopy~SNOM!, with its
sub-wavelength resolution, allows the detecting of nm-si
field peaks in fractal aggregates27,28 and on rough meta
surfaces.29,30 In our first report10 we have also demonstrate
that SNOM can be successfully employed for studying loc
ized plasmon oscillations in metal-dielectric composites.

In the present paper, we report results of our experime
study of local field distributions on percolation meta
dielectric films, using our SNOM providing one of the be
reported spatial resolutions, below 10 nm. This allowed u
detect the hot spots localized in the areas as small as 10
with much stronger enhancement than previously obser
in Ref. 10. We present here results of our detailed spec
scopic studies of the hot spots. In particular, we compare
spectral properties in the visible and near-infrared parts
the spectrum. The observed spectral and polarization de
dence of plasmon oscillations are compared with theoret
simulations.

We also report here a new effect of giantlocal optical
activity in percolation films. This effect occurs only local
and can be detected in SNOM measurements; the ma
scopic optical activity disappears~or becomes very small! in
the far zone of a percolation film. This is because the p
mon modes can be chiral active when probed individua
however, because of the modes’ different handedness,
cancel each other out when themacroscopicoptical activity
is probed.

In Sec. II, we briefly recapitulate basic ideas and results
our general theory11 for the field distribution in percolation
films, using a simple approach. In contrast to rigorous
rather complicated considerations of Ref. 11, here we p
vide a simple qualitative description of our theory, which w
believe is clear and well suited to guide the current and
ture experimental studies in the field. The main Sec. III d
cusses our near-field optical studies of semicontinuous m
films. All experimental observations described here are
companied by complementary numerical simulations.
nally, Sec. IV summarizes the results obtained and conclu
the paper.

II. LOCAL-FIELD DISTRIBUTION: THEORY OUTLINE

Below we consider main properties of the field distrib
tion on a two-dimensional percolation film, using a simp
qualitative approach. These considerations then will be
ployed to interpret our experimental observations descri
in the next section.

For the films concerned, gaps between metal grains
filled by a dielectric substrate so that a semicontinuous m
film can be thought of as a two-dimensional~2D! array of
16540
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metal and dielectric grains randomly distributed over t
plane. The dielectric constant of a metal can be approxima
by the Drude formula

em5eb2~vp /v!2/~11 ivt /v!, ~1!

whereeb is the interband contribution,vp is the plasma fre-
quency, andvt is the plasmon relaxation rate (vt!vp). In
the high-frequency range considered here, losses in m
grains are relatively small,vt!v. Therefore, the real par
em8 of the metal dielectric functionem is much larger~in
modulus! than the imaginary partem9 , i.e., the loss paramete
k is small,k5em9 /uem8 u>vt /v!1. We note thatem8 is nega-
tive for frequenciesv less than the renormalized plasma fr
quency,ṽp5vp /Aeb.

It is instructive to consider first the special case of2em8
5ed , where em[uem8 u(211 ik) and ed are the dielectric
constants of the metallic and dielectric components of
composite, respectively. The condition2em8 5ed corre-
sponds to the resonance of individual metal particles i
dielectric host, in the two-dimensional case. For simplici
we also set2em5ed51, which can always be done simpl
renormalizing the corresponding quantities.

It can be shown that the field distribution on a percolati
film at 2em5ed51 formally maps the Anderson meta
insulator transition problem.10,11,16,17In accord with this, the
field potential representing plasmon modes of a percola
film must be characterized by the same spatial distribution
the electron wave function in the Anderson transition pro
lem. Such mathematical equivalence of the two physica
different problems stems from the fact that the current c
servation law for a percolation film, acquires~when written
in the discretized form! the form of the Kirchhoff’s equa-
tions, which, in turn~when written in the matrix form!, be-
come identical to the equations describing the Anderson t
sition problem.11 The corresponding Kirchhoff Hamiltonian
for the field-distribution problem is given by a matrix wit
random elements which can be expressed in terms of
dielectric constants for metallic and dielectric bonds of t
lattice representing the film. In this matrix, the valuesem5
21 anded51 appear in the matrix elements with probab
ity p and (12p), respectively~wherep is the metal filling
factor given at percolation byp5pc , with pc51/2 for a
self-dual system!. In such a form, the Kirchhoff Hamiltonian
is characterized by the random matrix, similar to that in t
Anderson transition problem, with both on- and off-diagon
disorder. Based on this mathematical equivalence, it w
concluded in Refs. 10,11,16,17 that the plasmons in a pe
lation film can experience the Anderson-type localizati
within small areas, with the size given by the Anders
lengthjA . For the most localized plasmon modesjA can be
as small as the size of one graina.

Below we develop a simple scaling approach that expla
the nontrivial field distribution predicted and observed
percolation films. This scale-renormalization method su
ports the main conclusions of a rigorous~but tedious! theory
of Refs. 11,17 and has a virtue of being simple and cle
which is important for understanding and interpretation
future experiments.
3-2
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NEAR-FIELD OPTICAL STUDIES OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 165403
First, we estimate the field in the hot spots for the cons
ered case of2em8 5ed . Hereafter we use the asterisk~not to
be confused with complex conjugation! to indicate that the
quantity concerned is given for the considered case of2em8
5ed;1; for jA , however, we omit this sign since this qua
tity always refers to the case of2em8 5ed .

Since at the optical frequenciesem8 is negative, metal par
ticles can be roughly thought of as inductor-resistor (L-R)
elements, whereas the dielectric gaps between the part
can be treated as capacitive~C! elements. Then, the cond
tion em8 52ed means that the conductivities of theL-R and
C elements are equal in magnitude and opposite in sign,
there is a resonance in the equivalentL-R-C circuit corre-
sponding to individual particles.

The local field in resonating particles is enhanced by
resonance quality-factorQ which is the inverse of the los
factor,Q5k21, so thatEm* ;E0k21(a/jA)2, where the fac-
tor (a/jA)2 takes into account that the resonating mode
localized withinjA . The resonant modes excited by a mon
chromatic light represent only the fractionk of all the modes
so that the average distance~referred to as the field correla
tion length je* ) between the field peaks is given byje*
;a/Ak@jA .

Note that the field peaks associated with the resona
plasmon modes represent in fact the normal modes, with
near-zero eigennumbers, of the Kirchhoff’s Hamiltonian d
cussed above.11 These modes are strongly excited by the a
plied field and seen as giant field fluctuations on the surf
of the film.

Now we turn to the important case of the ‘‘high contras
with uemu@ed , that corresponds to the long-wavelength p
of the spectrum where the local-field enhancement can
especially strong. From basic principles of Anders
localization,17 it is clear that a higher contrast favors loca
ization so that plasmon modes are expected to be localize
this case as well.

It is clear that atuemu@ed individual metal particles can
not resonate. We can renormalize, however, the high-con
system to the case of2em8 5ed considered above. We divid
a system into squares of sizel and consider each square as
new renormalized element. All such squares can be class
into two types. A square is considered as a ‘‘conductin
element if the square contains a continuous path of met
particles that spans it in ‘‘x’’ or ‘‘ y’’ direction. A square with-
out such an ‘‘infinite’’ cluster is considered as a noncondu
ing, ‘‘dielectric,’’ element. According to finite size scaling2,18

the effective dielectric constant of the ‘‘conducting’’ squa
«m( l ) decreases with increasing its sizel as «m( l )
.( l /a)2t/n«m , whereas the effective dielectric constant
the ‘‘dielectric’’ square «d( l ) increases withl as «d( l )
.( l /a)s/n«d (t, s, and n are the percolation critical expo
nents for the static conductivity, dielectric constant, and p
colation correlation length, respectively; for the 2D caset
>s>n>4/3). Now, we set the square sizel to be equal to

l 5 l r5a~ u«mu/«d!n/(t1s).aAu«mu/«d. ~2!

Then, in the renormalized system, where each square o
size l r is considered as a single element, the dielectric c
16540
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5«d

t/(t1s)u«mus/(t1s)(«m /u«mu), for the element renormalized
from the conducting square, or«d( l r)5«d

t/(t1s)u«mus/(t1s),
for the element renormalized from the dielectric square. T
ratio of the dielectric constants of these new elements
equal to«m( l r)/«d( l r)5«m /u«mu>211 ik. Thus, for these
renormalized elements of the sizel r , there is a resonanc
similar to the resonance in theR-L-C circuit describing in-
dividual metal particles in a dielectric host. In this case, ho
ever, some effective~renormalized! R-L-C circuits represent
the resonating square elements.

In the renormalized system, the estimate obtained ab
for field peaks still holds. Since the electric field and eige
function both scale asl r we arrive at the conclusion that i
the high-contrast system~with uemu@ed), the field maxima
are estimated asEm;( l r /a)Em* ;E0k21( l r /a)(a/jA)2, i.e.,
as

Em /E0;~a/jA!2uemu3/2/~ed
1/2em9 !. ~3!

The light-induced eigenmodes in the high-contrast sys
are separated, on average, by the distanceje that exceeds the
mode separationje* at em52ed by factor l r /a, so thatje

;( l r /a)je* ; l r /Ak or

je;auemu/Aem9 ed. ~4!

For a Drude metal atv!vp , the local field peaks, ac
cording to Eqs. ~1! and ~3! are given by Em /E0

;ed
21/2(a/jA)2(vp /vt), and the distance between the e

cited modes~4! is estimated asje;avp /Aedvvt.
Figure 1 illustrates the described above renormalization

the field peaks and their spatial separations at the trans
between the reference~renormalized! system with 2em

FIG. 1. Renormalization of the field distribution at transitio
from the reference system with2em /ed51 to the high-contrast
system with2em /ed@1.
3-3
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5ed51 and the high-contrast system ofuem /edu@1. As fol-
lows from the figure, largest local fields of the amplitudeEm
result from excitation of the resonant clusters of the sizel r .
At 2em5ed51, we havel r5a @see Eq.~2!#, as in the ref-
erence system. With increasing the wavelength~and thus the
contrastuemu/ed), the resonant sizel r and distanceje be-
tween the resonating modes both increase.

The above results have a clear physical interpretation
can be also obtained from the following simple consid
ations. Let us consider two metal clusters, with conducta
Sm52 i (a/4p)vem( l ), separated by a dielectric gap, wi
the conductanceSd52 i (a/4p)ved( l ), as shown in Fig.
2~a!. The clusters and the gap are both of a sizel, andem( l )
anded( l ) for the finite size elements are defined above. T
equivalent conductanceSe for Sm andSd in series is given
by Se5SmSd /(Sm1Sd) and the currentj through the sys-
tem is j 5SeE0l . The local field, however, is strongly inho
mogeneous and the largest field occurs at the point of
close approach between the clusters, where the separ
between clusters can be as small asa; then, the maximum
field Em is estimated as Em5( j /Sd)/a;E0( l /a)/@1
1( l /a)(t1s)/ned /em#. For the ‘‘resonant’’ sizel 5 l r , the real
part of the denominator in the expression forEm becomes
zero, and the fieldEm reaches its maximum, where it is e
timated asEm /E0;k21( l r /a).

In the obtained estimate we assumed, for simplicity, t
jA;a and, in this limit, we reproduced the result~3!. In
order to obtain the ‘‘extra factor’’ (a/jA)2 of Eq. ~3!, we
have to take into account that the localization area for
field is jA rather thana, so that the field peak is ‘‘spread
over the distancejA . With this correction we immediately
arrive at the formula~3!.

It is clear that for any frequency of the applied fieldv

FIG. 2. ~a! A typical element of a percolation film consisting o
two conducting metal clusters with a dielectric gap in between.~b!
Different resonating elements of a percolation film at differe
wavelengths.
16540
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there are always resonant clusters of the size~2! l 5 l r(v)
;a(ṽp /v)2n/(t1s), where the local field reaches its max
mum Em . The resonant sizel r increases with the wave
length. It is important that at percolation, the system is sc
invariant so that all possible sizes needed for the reson
excitation are present, as schematically illustrated in F
2~b!. At some large wavelength, only large clusters of app
priate sizes resonate leading to field peaks at the point
close approach between the metal clusters; with the decr
of the wavelength of the applied field, the smaller clust
begin to resonate, whereas the larger ones are off the r
nance@see Fig. 2~b!#.

We can also estimate the numbern( l r) of field peaks
within one resonating square of the sizel r . In the high-
contrast system~with uem /edu@1! each field maximum of
the renormalized system~with uem /edu51) splits inton( l r)
peaks of theEm amplitude located along a dielectric gap
the ‘‘dielectric’’ square of thel r size~see Figs. 1 and 2!. The
gap ‘‘area’’ scales as the capacitance of the dielectric gap
must do the number of field peaks in the resonance squ
Therefore, we estimate that

n~ l r !}~ l r /a!s/n. ~5!

In accordance with the above considerations, the aver
~over the film surface! intensity of the local field is enhance
as G25^uE/E0u2&;(Em/E0)2n(lr)(jA/je)

2;(a/jA)2uemu3/2/
(em9 ed

1/2), where we used Eqs.~2!, ~4!, and~5! and the critical
exponentst5s5n54/3; the angular brackets hereafter sta
for averaging over the film. Thus, using simple argume
based on the scaling dependences ofem( l ) anded( l ) on l and
the resonance condition2em( l r)5ed( l r), one can define the
renormalization procedure that allows one to rescale
‘‘high-contrast’’ system to the renormalized one with2em
5ed51.

The high-order moments of the local field, which defi
local-field enhancement for nonlinear optical process
can be estimated as Gn[Mk,m5^uEukEm&/uE0ukE0

m

;(Em /E0)nn( l r)(jA /je)
2, wheren5k1m. Using the scal-

ing formulas~2!–~5! for the field distribution, we obtain the
following estimate for the field moments Gn
;(Em /E0)n( l r /a)s/n/(je /jA)2, i.e.:

Gn;S uemu3/2

~jA /a!2ed
1/2em9

D n21

, ~6!

for n.1 andk.0 ~where, again, we took into account th
for two-dimensional percolation composites, the critical e
ponents are given byt>s>n>4/3). Note that ifk50 in
Mk,m ~i.e., Gn5^En/E0&), then, because of the destructiv
phase interference, the enhancement is different from
~6!; it is discussed in detail in Refs. 11,16.

For silver-glass percolation films, for example, withvp
59.1 eV andvt50.021 eV, we find that the average field
enhancement can be as large asGRS;^uEu4&/uE0u45M4,0
;107, for Raman scattering, and asGFWM;^uEu2E2&/
uE0u2E0

25uM2,2u2;1014, for degenerate four-wave mixing
The local field intensity in the hot spots can approach
magnitude 105 so that thelocal enhancement for nonlinea

t
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optical responses can significantly exceed the average
and be truly gigantic, up to 1010, for Raman scattering, an
up to 1020, for four-wave mixing signals. With this level o
enhancement, one can performnonlinear spectroscopy of
single molecules and nanocrystals. It is important that
enhancement can be obtained in the huge spectral ra
from the near-UV to the far-infrared, which is a big virtue f
spectroscopic studies of different molecules and nanoc
tals. We also note that the field enhancement provided
semicontinuous metal films can be used for various pho
biological and photochemical processes.

The estimates obtained above from simple qualitat
considerations are in agrement with the results of Ref.
following from more rigorous considerations; they are a
supported by numerical simulations described in Refs.
and 13. Below we discuss our experimental near-field opt
studies of percolation metal-dielectric films.

III. NEAR-FIELD OPTICAL MICROSCOPY AND
SPECTROSCOPY OF PERCOLATION FILMS

To study the field distribution considered above we us
scanning near-field optical microscopy. First we describe
apparatus and the theoretical modeling used for interpr
tion of the SNOM images and spectra. Then we present
discuss the obtained experimental results and compare
with numerical simulations.

A. SNOM description and theoretical modeling
of SNOM imaging

We imaged the localized optical excitations in gold-o
glass percolation films, using scanning near-field optical
croscopy~SNOM!. The used SNOM probe is an aperturele
tip made of a tungsten wire etched by electrochem
erosion.31 The radius of curvature of the tip measured
scanning electron microscopy is about 10 nm, which p
vides very high spatial resolution needed to image the lo
ized optical modes. The tip oscillates above a sample wh
is attached to an (x,y) horizontal piezoelectric stage. The t
is the bent end of the tungsten wire used as a cantile
connected to a piezoelectric transducer that can excite it
pendicularly to the sample surface. The frequency of vib
tions (;5 kHz) is close to the resonant frequency of t
cantilever and its amplitude is about 50 nm. The tip vibra
above the sample in the tapping mode regime of the ato
force microscope~AFM!. Detection of the vibration ampli-
tude is made by a double photodiode, detecting the lever-
shadow in a laser diode probe beam. A feedback sys
including a piezoelectric translator attached to the piezoe
tric transducer~needed for the tip vibrations!, keeps constan
the vibration amplitude during the sample scanning. The
tection of the feedback voltage applied to the piezoelec
translator gives a topographical image of the surface, i.e.,
AFM signal that can be taken simultaneously with t
SNOM signal. A first microscope objective focuses the lig
of tunable Ti:sapphire laser~with pulse duration;200 fs
and repetition rate 76 MHz! on the bottom surface of th
sample. The signal collection is axially symmetric above
16540
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sample and it is made by a second microscope objective.
transmitted light passing through the microscope is then s
to a photomultiplier.

The tip vibration modulates the near-zone field on
sample surface and lock-in detection of the collected ligh
the tip’s vibrational frequency allows one to detect the
cally modulated field.31 We note that the detected signal
such SNOM technique is proportional to the amplitude of
modulated local field rather than its intensity. In order
relate our results to other near-field measurements~where the
local intensity is typically measured! the results shown be
low are squared to display the intensity of the detected
nal.

For the visible and near-IR parts of the spectrum,
tungsten tip (n'3.512.8i ) does not have any resonances
that its polarizability is much less than the polarizability
the resonance-enhanced plasmon oscillations of the film.
cause of this, perturbations in the field distribution intr
duced by the tip are relatively small. Our calculations of t
tip perturbations, when it is modeled as a polarizable sph
support this conclusion.31

Note that for our local photomodification studies we al
used photon scanning tunneling microscope~PSTM! de-
scribed in Sec. III D. Samples of semicontinuous gold film
were prepared by depositing gold thin films on a glass s
strate at room temperature under ultrahigh vacu
(1029 Torr). In order to determine a closeness to the per
lation threshold the resistivity and the deposited mass th
ness were measured all along the film deposition. Opt
reflection and transmission of the samples were also de
mined out of the vacuum chamber and compared with
well-known optical properties of percolation samples.22,32

Transmission electron microscopy was performed afterwa
by depositing the same film on a Cu grid covered by a v
thin SiO2 layer.

TEM pictures of glass-gold films at different filling fac
tors are shown in Fig. 3. For our local photomodificati
study we also used silver semicontinuous films prepared
laser ablation as described in Sec. III D.

To process the SNOM data we used the following pro
dure. First, we removed a ‘‘pseudoslop’’ in the optical da

FIG. 3. TEM pictures of gold-glass films at different metal fil
ing factors. Percolation~semicontinuous! film is formed at the ef-
fective gold-metal thickness 6.5 nm.
3-5
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FIG. 4. Left: Typical AFM im-
age ~the height varies between
and 10 nm!. Center: SNOM image
of percolation gold-glass film (l
5780 nm; the optical contrast is
92%!. Right: Local field-intensity
distribution for the same area ob
tained by processing the SNOM
image, as described in the text.
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set, resulting from imperfections in the feedback loop~which
also leads to slight change in the amplitude of the tip os
lations during the scanning! and, most importantly, from a
drift of the whole set up. Such drift is typical for SNOM
studies and often complicates interpretation of SNOM i
ages. The drift was also seen in our AFM pictures of
samples which were known not to have any slop. To rem
this pseudoslop in the SNOM data, we first averaged the
for a number of cross sections along the ‘‘x’’ and ‘‘ y’’ axes
and then, using the least-square fit, we defined the ave
slops in thex and y directions; these two average slops
turn allowed us to define the coordinates of the plane
inclination. To reveal the actual field distribution, this pla
was brought back to thez50 plane. The noise below zer
appearing as a result of the used procedure was remo
which statistically does not affect the field distribution.

Then, as mentioned, we squared the detected signa
order to find the local field intensity. To find the local e
hancement we normalized the local intensity by the mean
the detected signal squared that represents the intensity o
applied field. This is because the average local field o
percolation film, as shown in Ref. 11, is simply equal to t
applied field, ^E&5E0, so that when squared it gives th
intensity of the applied fieldI 5E0

2.
The left-hand-side picture in Fig. 4 shows typical AF

image ~with the height varying between 0 and 10 nm! and
the central picture shows a ‘‘raw’’ SNOM image of the sam
section of a percolation gold-glass film. The local fiel
intensity distribution found by processing the SNOM imag
in accordance with the procedure described above, is sh
in the right-hand-side picture in Fig. 4. The SNOM ima
was obtained atl5780 nm and linear polarization of inci
dent light; the optical contrast for the SNOM image in Fig
is 92%. For control, in all our SNOM experiments describ
below we have also taken AFM pictures. However, we om
for simplicity, these AFM images, for which the one in Fig.
is a typical representative.

We also performed a theoretical modeling for SNOM im
aging. To do the modeling, we first found that the loc
SNOM signal at the tip’s height of 20 nm is approximate
equal to the average signal detected by SNOM in the
ping, i.e., oscillating mode@for accuracy, we averaged ou
calculations over many different (x,y) spatial positions#. The
detected signal in our SNOM is, in fact, averaged over all
heights between 0 to 100 nm~or what is the same, over th
period of the tip’s vibrations!. In our modeling, we calculated
a signal at the fixed ‘‘effective’’ height of 20 nm that rough
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approximates the height-averaged signal of the SNOM.
addition, to simulate the finite-size effect for the tip, the da
at the effective height of 20 nm were averaged over the
cular area of the radius 10 nm~representing the size of ou
tip!, with the Gaussian weight function within the circle. Th
numerical method used to calculate the local fields on pe
lation films is based on real-space renormalization group
it is described in detail in our previous papers.11–13

B. Imaging and spectroscopy of plasmon modes

Using our SNOM we imaged localized optical excitatio
and studied their local near-field spectra. In Fig. 5, we sh
experimental~a! and calculated~b! near-field images on the
surface of a percolation gold-glass film, for different wav
lengths,l5720 nm andl5790 nm. It needs to be sai
here that experimental and simulated samples are, on a
age, similar but, indeed, different locally.~Note also that be-
cause of photocathode’s different sensitivity at 720 and 7
nm, the detected local intensity at 790 nm should be mu
plied by roughly a factor of 10.! As mentioned, AFM pic-
tures were always taken along with SNOM images, to c
trol the imaging. In experimental SNOM images, resoluti
of one pixel is 5 nm, which is near the best resolution th
can be achieved by SNOM. Our SNOM allows one to
solve even the most localized modes, with the localizat
radius of an order of 10 nm, i.e., about two orders of ma
nitude smaller than the optical wavelength~this is nearly the
best resolution that can be accomplished with SNOM!.

One can see that, in accordance with theoretical pre
tions, there are sharp peaks representing the hot spots in
field distribution. We also note that although the detec
field enhancement is of the order of 102 to 103, the actual
enhancement right on the film surface~experienced, for ex-
ample, by molecules adsorbed on the surface! is much stron-
ger, and can reach the values between 104 and 105, as shown
in Ref. 13. The decrease in the observed enhancement oc
because, as mentioned, the signal detected by the SN
oscillating tip is averaged over all tip-surface separatio
from 0 nm, where the enhancement is the largest, to 100
where the enhancement is negligible. We also note tha
agreement with theoretical predictions most localized
spots can be as small as 10 nm only.

In Fig. 6 we show detected SNOM images~a! and theo-
retical calculations~b! for two different linears polariza-
tions, perpendicular to each other, at the same wavele
l5780 nm. @Note that the local intensities in Fig. 6~a!
should be multiplied by roughly a factor of 6 as a result
3-6
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FIG. 5. Experimental~a! and calculated~b! SNOM images of localized optical excitations in percolation gold-glass film for differ
wavelengthsl5720 nm andl5790 nm.
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renormalization of detector’s sensitivity for 780 nm.# As one
can see the field distribution differs significantly for the tw
different s polarizations. Similar strong changes in the h
spot positions also occur at transition from thes to p polar-
ization ~not shown!. The strong polarization dependence o
served indicates the anisotropic character of plasmon mo
on a semicontinuous metal film.

Thus, we see that the spatial position of hot spots chan
with both, light polarization and wavelength. As our expe
ments and calculations show the field distribution chan
significantly, even at very small change of the waveleng
such as 10 nm.

In accordance with theoretical considerations of Sec.
for percolation films, the renormalized elements formed
dielectric and metallic clusters~rather than individual par-
ticles! resonate in the near infrared and provide the larg
field peaks. These peaks are much larger than those obta
at the frequency corresponding to the resonance of individ
particles. According to Eq.~3!, at the transition from the
visible, with uemu;ed ~i.e., v;ṽp), to the near infrared
with uemu@ed ~and ṽp@v@vt), the local fields increase in
the amplitude and saturate at the magnitude given
Em /E0;ed

21/2(a/jA)2(vp /vt).
To verify this we also imaged the field distribution for th

visible spectral range, at 514 nm~which is close to the reso
nance of individual gold particles! and compared it with the
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fields in the near-infrared. By checking the fields in Fig.
against those in Figs. 4–6, we conclude that the field pe
become significantly larger at the transition from the visib
~Fig. 7! to the near infrared~Figs. 4–6!, in agreement with
theoretical predictions.

To summarize this part, we note that in agreement w
theoretical calculations our SNOM studies show that the
tical excitations on metal-dielectric films are localized,
that the smallest hot spots can be as small as 10 nm in
The positions of the hot spots associated with the locali
plasmon oscillations exhibit a very strong sensitivity to bo
wavelength and polarization of an incident beam. Local fi
peaks in the hot spots increase from the visible toward
infrared.

We also performed the near-field spectroscopy of per
lation films, by parking an SNOM tip at different points o
the surface and varying the wavelength. This nanospect
copy allows one to determine the local resonances of nm-
areas right underneath the tip; the nanostructures at diffe
points resonate at differentl independently leading to differ
ent local near-field spectra. The spectra characterizel de-
pendence of the field hot spots associated with the local
plasmon modes.

In Fig. 8 we show the measured~a! and calculated~b!
near-field spectra taken at different points of the film. The
is qualitative agreement between theory and experiment.
3-7
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FIG. 6. Experimental~a! and calculated~b! SNOM images of field distribution in percolation gold-glass film for two different line
s-polarizations~perpendicular each other! of an incident light atl5780 nm.
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spectra are similar to those obtained previously in Ref.
and consist of several peaks;10 nm in width~which is on
the same order of magnitude as the plasmon relaxation
in gold!. The spectra depend markedly on spatial location
the point where the near-field tip is parked. Even as sm
shift in space as 50 nm results in different spectra, which
strong evidence of the plasmon localization. We note that
continuous metal~or dielectric! films neither sub-l hot spots
nor their local spectra can be observed, because, in this c
optical excitations are delocalized and homogeneous. Be

FIG. 7. SNOM image of optical excitations of semicontinuo
gold film at l5514 nm.
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we consider a novel effect observed in semicontinuous m
films, giant local optical activity.

C. Local optical activity

Typically, optical activity is observed for macroscopical
large objects with unbalanced amount of left and rig
handed molecules. This effect, in particular, can be use
distinguish the enantiomers from each other, which is v
important because the physiological and pharmacologica
fects of the enantiomers can be very different.33

It was recently shown that a giantlocal optical activity
can occur in fractal aggregates of colloidal particles.34,35One
can anticipate that similar effect may occur in a percolat
film, which can be thought of as a collection of fractal clu
ters of different sizes, from very small ones up to the ‘‘in
nite’’ percolation cluster. There is still an important diffe
ence: a percolation film is homogeneous on a macrosc
scale, whereas an ideal fractal is inhomogeneous in
scales. Really, because of self-similarity of fractals, there
voids that are present in all sizes, from the size of a sin
particle to the size of the whole cluster. In both objects, ho
ever, there is localization of optical excitations within sma
nm-sized structures, which can be chiral active and thus l
to local optical activity. In our considerations of local optica
activity in semicontinious metal films we used similar a
proaches as in Ref. 35.

Optical activity phenomena exhibit differences in atten
ation ~circular dichroism!, refraction~circular birefringence!,
3-8
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NEAR-FIELD OPTICAL STUDIES OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 165403
and scattering for right- and left-circularly polarized ligh
The scattering optical activity is denoted as circular intens
differential scattering~CIDS!.36–38

The described above linear polarization dependence
particular, illustrates strong local anisotropy of plasm
modes in percolation films. However, an important questi
whether the plasmon modes exhibit handedness still nee
be addressed. It is known, for example, that two coup
anisotropic oscillators lying in different planes represen
simple model of a chiral system. Semicontinuous metal fil
are formed by chains of particles with almost all possi
local configurations. These local structures have typica
neither center nor plane of symmetry and thus may h
handedness so that a plasmon mode, provided that it is
calized on such a structure, exhibits chirality. However, m
roscopic effects are significantly reduced for a racemic m
ing of chiral elements~approximately equal amounts o
elements with opposite handedness!. Therefore, the local op
tical activity detected using SNOM may be much strong
than typically observed macroscopic effects and it provi
important information on chirality of local structures an
their statistical properties.

FIG. 8. Experimental~a! and calculated~b! near-field spectra a
different spatial locations~50 nm apart! of the film. ~Arbitrary in-
tensity units are used.!
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Metal particles forming percolation films are typically 1
nm in size and the local resonating structures, ‘‘hot’’ spo
vary in size between tens to hundreds nanometers, i.e.,
be comparable with the light wave length. It is also importa
that a typical thickness of a semicontinuous metal fil
;10 nm, is comparable to the skin depth, so that the fi
changes significantly in the vertical direction. Therefore,
optical activity, which is a nonlocal propagation effect a
requires spatial dispersion, can be large for chiral element
a semicontinuous metal film. Moreover, since plasm
modes are characterized by large resonance quality fac
the optical activity effect can experience the resonant
hancement.

Figures 9~a! and 9~b! show the local SNOM images of
percolation film for right- and left-circularly polarized inci
dent light, respectively. Both images exhibit large variatio
of light intensity and many hot spots. Visual examination
the two images reveals different spatial distributions of h
spots for the two opposite circular polarizations, indicati
circular differential response in certain regions. The we
correlation of the two images is confirmed by a correlati
analysis as illustrated in Fig. 10, where the cross-correla
function gc(R)5C1@^I L(r )I R(r1R)&2^I L(r )&^I R(r )&# and
autocorrelation function gac(R)5C2@^I L,R(r )I L,R(r1R)&
2^I L,R(r )&2# for the two images are shown@the normaliza-
tion constantsC1 andC2 are chosen so thatgac(0)51 and, if
the intensities of scattered light had been equal for the
circular polarization inputs,gc(0)51#. The autocorrelation
functions for the right- and left-circularly polarizations~stars
and triangles in Fig. 10, respectively! are essentially the

FIG. 9. SNOM images of gold-glass percolation films with~a!
right- and~b! left-circularly polarized incident light at 780 nm.~c!
Local CIDS signal computed from the two images shown in~a! and
~b!. Raw data is shown.

FIG. 10. Cross-correlation~boxes! and autocorrelation functions
~stars and triangles! computed from the two images shown in Fig
9~a! and 9~b!.
3-9
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S. DUCOURTIEUXet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 165403
same, indicating that,on average, the field distributions are
almost identical for the two circular polarizations. The au
correlation functions are, however, very different from t
cross-correlation function of the two images~boxes in Fig.
10!, which is close to zero even at small distancesR, indi-
cating nearly no correlation in the intensity distributions f
the two circular polarizations. Our control SNOM measu
ments on a continuous gold film reveal no hot spots, show
instead a uniform field distribution with no observable e
hancement.

The scattered intensities for right- and left-circularly p
larized incident light can be related to elements of the Mu
ler scattering matrixSab as I R,L5I 0(S116S14), whereS11
gives the total scattered intensity andS14 characterizes opti-
cal activity.39 In terms of the Mueller elements, the scatter
intensities for right- and left-circularly polarized incide
light are given byI R,L5I 0(S116S14). The dimensionless pa
rameter that describes circular intensity difference scatte
is S14/S115(I R2I L)/(I R1I L).36,39

Figure 9~c! shows distribution for the local CIDS param
eter (I R2I L)/(I R1I L) computed from the optical image
shown in Figs. 9~a! and 9~b!. The white and black spots in
Fig. 9~c! represent areas of preferential scattering for rig
and left-circularly polarized incident light, respectively. Th
variations in the parameter CIDS demonstrate that a se
continuous metal film is characterized by a broad and r
dom distribution of chiral elements associated with the pl
mon modes.

The randomness in distribution of plasmon modes w
different handedness is characterized by a histogram for
number of pixels sorted in accordance with the CIDS s
and value, as shown in Fig. 11. The distribution is bro
with the half width at the half maximum being about 0.
Despite weak asymmetry, the histogram shows appr
mately equal numbers of chiral areas with opposite hand
ness.

The local optical activity observed is large (u(I R
2I L)/(I R1I L)u;1) and varies strongly with wavelength
The sign of (I R2I L)/(I R1I L) can change, even for ver
small changes of wavelength,;10 nm. In sharp contrast
the value of the CIDS parameter averaged over the wh
0.930.9 mm2 sample, is much smaller:u(I R2I L)/(I R
1I L)u50.03660.004. The macroscopic absorption spec
of our samples have a flat wavelength dependence in

FIG. 11. Histogram for local CIDS parameter.
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spectral range, with no spectral structures. This is in sh
contrast with the local spectra taken for different circu
polarizations.

All these results clearly show that, while locally the
exist areas of strong preference for scattering of one circ
polarization or the other, this preference is effectively abs
when averaged over a macroscopic sample. This result o
new avenues in optical activity studies wherelocal gyrotropy
effects may be investigated using near-field optical micr
copy.

We also simulated the observed effect of local optical
tivity. In our simulations we used the approach based on
discrete dipole approximation~DDA! and replaced the me
tallic component of a semicontinuous metal film by array
dipoles representing metallic spheres with the radiusRm
5(3/4p)1/3a, wherea is the lattice period. Such geometr
cally intersecting spheres have the same total volume as
volume of the metal component and effectively take in
account multipolar corrections~for details, see Ref. 16!. To
simulate the finite thickness of the film we generated t
different metal-dielectric percolation layers and placed th
on top of each other, so that the thickness of the film was
nm as in experiments. Then we numerically solved
coupled dipole equations~CDE’s!, with the interaction rep-
resented by the full Green’s function, including the nea
intermediate-, and far-field terms (}r 23, r 22, and r 21, re-
spectively; for details of such numerical approach see R
16!. Such approach allows one to take into account the s
tial dispersion effects important for optical activity.

Results of our simulations for the local-field distributio
induced by left and right circularly polarized light are show
in Fig. 12. In agreement with experimental observations,
simulations also show strong local optical activity express
in different locations of hot spots for the two circular pola
izations of incident light.

Thus, percolation metal-dielectric films manifest giantlo-
cal optical activity. The effect occurs because the plasm
modes on a semicontinuous metal films are not only an
tropic but also may have handedness.

D. Local photomodification

In this section we discuss our studies on local photomo
fications. The samples of semicontinuous metal films u
for the photomodification studies were prepared by the la
ablation technique. A silver target was placed in a vacu
chamber with base pressure of 1 mTorr. After pumping

FIG. 12. Numerical simulations for local field distribution~ar-
bitrary units! for model percolation gold-glass film for right~left-
hand side!, left ~center! circular polarizations of incident light (l
5780 nm), and local CIDS signal~right-hand side!.
3-10
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NEAR-FIELD OPTICAL STUDIES OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 165403
24 h, the vacuum chamber, when sealed, had an outgas
rate lower than 2 mTorr/h. Prior to a laser ablation run,
chamber was filled with argon to;10 Torr. A Nd:YAG la-
ser~Quanta-Ray DCR! was used as the laser ablation sour
The laser provided 0.2-J, 8-ns, 1064-nm pulses at a 10
repetition rate. The laser beam was focussed onto the ta
and the beam diameter at the target surface was 1.5 mm.
ablated silver material was deposited onto a glass subs
and a carbon-coated TEM sample grid, both placed a
centimeters in front of the target. A 125-keV Hitachi H700
electron microscopy was used for the TEM studies. Acco
ing to TEM images~not shown! the samples prepared by th
laser ablation technique have similar structure as the fi
made by thermal evaporation in a vacuum chamber and u
for studies described in the preceding sections.

The thin films deposited on glass substrates were inve
gated using photon scanning tunneling microscope~PSTM!
modified from a commercial atomic force microscope~Que-
sant Q250!. The samples were mounted to the hypoten
face of a right-angle prism with an index matching fluid.
sample was illuminated by the evanescent field in the t
internal reflection geometry and the local optical signal w
collected through an uncoated optical fiber. Two helium-ne
lasers, one operated at wavelength of 543 nm and the oth
633 nm, were used as the illumination source. The pr
laser beam wass polarized at the sample surface. The optic
fiber was sharpened to approximately 50 nm in radius at
tip using a fiber puller~Sutter Instruments P-2000!. The
separation between the fiber tip and a sample was regu
using non-optical shear-force feedback.

The photomodification was achieved by irradiating t
sample using ten 5-ns pulses of the second harmonic ou
of a Nd:YAG laser~Quantel Brilliant! at 532 nm. The modi-
fication laser beam was incident from above at an incid
angle of 70° from the surface normal and had the same
larization as the probe beam. The fiber tip was retracted
ing pulsed-laser irradiation. The retraction of the tip avoid
possible damage of the tip by the nanosecond pulses
possible perturbation of the optical field by the tip.

Figure 13 shows near-field optical images of a semic
tinuous metal film at probe laser wavelengthlprobe
5633 nm. The PSTM images show a very inhomogene
distribution of optical intensity. The minimum feature size
200 nm, corresponding to the lateral resolution of our PST
The theoretical minimum feature size is smaller by an or
of magnitude.

The image shown in Fig. 13~b! was recorded at the sam
area of the sample imaged in Fig. 13~a!, but after irradiation
by 10 nanosecond laser pulses. The incident laser en
density was 4.5 mJ/cm2. The two images in Fig. 13 shar
many common features. There are, however, large dif
ences at a few locations. The high-intensity area~i.e., hot
spot! at x52.4 mm andy50.1 mm, which existed before
irradiation, substantially decreases its intensity after irrad
tion. The intensity plots along the indicated horizontal li
shows that the optical intensity is reduced by 40% at t
location. Although not shown in Fig. 13, nanosecond la
irradiation can also create new hot spots.
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The modification of the optical intensity distribution ex
hibits a threshold nature. The threshold is observed to
;10 mJ/cm2 per pulse. Qualitatively the same results ha
been observed atlprobe5543 nm.

To simulate the photomodification, the local field dist
bution at wavelength of 532 nm is calculated. To simplify t
calculation, the incident wave is assumed to propagate a
the surface normal direction. Since we are interested i
qualitative comparison of the calculated and experimen
results, the different incident angle used in the calculat
(0°) from that in the experiment (70°) should be of min
mum effects. After the local field distribution atl
5532 nm is calculated the film is modified by ‘‘elimina
ing’’ conducting particles located at the sites where the lo
fields were greater than a threshold value. Such sim
model assumes that the particles experiencing the ph
modification do not contribute any more to the reson
excitation.40 The threshold value is chosen to keep the nu
ber of the eliminated particles to be 1% of the total particl

Our calculations show that at the pump power used in
experiments the local temperature increase in the hot spo
up to about half of the melting temperature~see also Ref.
40!. Zhu and Averback have demonstrated by molecular
namic simulations that metal nanoparticles that are in con
with each other and heated to about 1/2 of the melting te
perature do not behave as rigid bodies.41 In particular, the
local shear stress near the necks~touching points! was shown
to be large enough to cause plastic deformation and even
sintering of the nanoparticles. There is experimental e
dence to support their conclusion.42 Although the exact
mechanism of the photomodification is not completely u
derstood at the present time, it seems very plausible
photomodification is caused by such sintering.

The local field distribution functions were calculated b
fore and after the photomodification. The results are sho
in Figs. 14 and 15 for two probe wavelengths atlprobe
5543 and 633 nm, respectively. The same wavelengths w

FIG. 13. PSTM images of seminontinuous silver film before a
after photomodification of the sample using nanosecond laser pu
at 532 nm. The PSTM images were recorded using the probe w
length at 633 nm.
3-11
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used in the experiment. Both Figs. 14 and 15 show the ef
of local photomodification~disappearance of some of the h
spots and appearance of some new ones! after irradiation
with the pump atl5532 nm above the modification thres
old. The effect of photomodification can be observed at
same as~or close to! the pump wavelength and at signifi
cantly different wavelengths. The field distribution was c
culated at;10 nm distance above the surface using the
pole approximation. The data were then averaged ove
area of 50 nm. Thus, theoretical results plotted in Figs.
and 15 have taken into consideration the finite sample
distance and finite aperture size in the experiment.

Let us consider first Fig. 14. The pair of calculated imag
at the same probe wavelength oflprobe5543 nm before and
after the modification is quite different. Previously exist
hot spots ~e.g., at x52.5 mm, y52.4 mm, and at x
52.3 mm, y50.2 mm; the origin is at the lower left cor
ner; the film size is 2.5532.55 mm! lost their intensity sub-
stantially after the modification. New hot spots are crea
after the modification~e.g., at x50.8 mm, y51.9 mm).
However, the two images still share some common featu
The very large hot spot aroundx51.5 mm, y50.4 mm, for
example, appear at both images although their shapes
somewhat different. Similarly, the pair of calculated imag
at lprobe5663 nm before and after the modification~Fig.
15! exhibits different features but also somewhat correlat
These theoretical results are in qualitative agreement w
the experimental data. It appears that there are more cha
in theoretical results than in the experimental data. This
because the experiments were performed with the ph
modification laser beam at a power just slightly above
threshold. A much greater changes were observed exp
mentally if the laser power was doubled.

The following picture for the photomodification proce
emerges from our experimental and theoretical studies: D
ing nanosecond-laser irradiation of a semicontinuous m
film, the laser energy is not uniformly distributed over t
sample surface. Rather, it is localized at hot spots, wh
provided that the pump exceeds the photomodificat
threshold, the sintering of particles occurs. Such geome
changes in turn result in modification of local optical inte
sity. Some previously existing hot spots are diminished a
irradiation and new hot spots are created when probe

FIG. 14. Theoretical simulation of near-field optical signal
probe wavelengthlprobe5543 nm for a semicontinuous silver film
2.5532.55 mm in size, ~a! before and~b! after modification, in-
duced by the pump atl5532 nm.
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wavelengths either close to or different from the irradiati
laser wavelength. The local contrast changes~by factors of
up to ;100%) are much greater than the spectral ‘‘hole’’
the macroscopic absorption measured in the far field, wh
is about;1%.

IV. CONCLUDING SUMMARY

The near-field optical studies described in this paper s
port main conclusions of the recently developed theory11,17

and can be summarized as follows.~i! The optical excitations
in metal-dielectric films near the percolation threshold ex
rience localization so that the electromagnetic energy is c
centrated in small nanometer-size areas, hot spots, wher
plasmon modes are localized.~ii ! The hot spot spatial posi
tions are strong functions of the wavelength.~iii ! The plas-
mon modes are anisotropic and, therefore, there spatial p
tions depend on the incident light polarization.~iv! The local
field intensity in the hot spots exceeds the intensity of
incident light by several orders of magnitude and it drama
cally increases at transition from the visible to the infrare
Because of localization, different areas, with different geo
etries, resonate independently at different frequencies. In
cord with this, ~v! the local near-field spectra of plasmo
modes, consisting of several peaks with widths;10 nm, are
very different for different spots, even if they are on
;50 nm apart.~vi! The localized plasmon modes on a sem
continuous film may possess handedness and thus they
the effect of strong local optical activity. In accordance w
this, the hot spot distributions observed by SNOM with t
right- and left-circularly polarized incident light are very di
ferent; however, the effect occurs onlylocally; on average,
the film does not show the macroscopic optical activity.
nally, ~vii ! provided that the pump power exceeds the thre
old ;10 mJ/cm2, it can induce local photomodification in
the hot spot areas. This photomodification probably occ
due to sintering of particles in the hot spots. All the obs
vations summarized above support basic predictions
theory11,17 and they are in good accord with accompanyi
numerical simulations.
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